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Generic theories of change for conservation strategies: A
new series supporting evidence-based conservation practice

This editorial introduces a new series in this journal fea-
turing generic theories of change (ToCs) for key conser-
vation strategies. We hope these ToCs can both help
practitioners learn about each strategy as well as enable
the collection of standardized data across specific
implementations of each strategy in different conditions.
These data will, in turn, inform increasingly more sys-
tematic assessments of the strategy, thus contributing to
the evidence base of strategy effectiveness.

1 | THE CHALLENGE OF
DEVELOPING EVIDENCE FOR
CONSERVATION STRATEGIES

Conservation fundamentally involves practitioners taking
action to achieve desired outcomes in a system of inter-
est. There is a wide array of basic conservation actions
that include directly managing resources, promoting
behavior change, and creating enabling conditions
(CMP, 2014; Salafsky et al., 2008). Effective conservation
requires implementing strategies with the right combina-
tion of these basic actions to address the problems in any
specific situation (CMP, 2020).

A large part of evidence-based conservation involves
using analysis of data from specific experiences to deter-
mine generic principles about the conditions under
which a given action or strategy will lead or at least con-
tribute to desired outcomes (Salafsky et al., 2019). If
researchers have a good experimental design and/or suffi-
cient statistical power, they can show a significant causal
relationship between implementation of Action X and
achievement of Desired Outcome Y without necessarily
understanding the mechanism of this hypothesis. It is
much more challenging, however, to apply this “black-
box” approach to conservation strategies that take place
in more complex ecological and socio-economic systems
and involve multiple intermediate outcomes, long time
frames, a host of confounding variables, and/or different
combinations of actions. In these cases, if a strategy

results in the desired outcome, it is hard to know with
confidence that this outcome was “caused” by implemen-
tation of the strategy. And if the desired outcome was not
obtained, it is difficult to figure out why the strategy did
not work and what could be done to improve its
implementation.

2 | ToC APPROACH

To solve these challenges, there is a growing recognition
in development and other fields to use a ToC approach to
articulate the mechanism by which a given strategy is
hypothesized to lead to intermediate results and ultimate
desired outcomes (GEF, 2019; Margoluis et al., 2013;
Weiss, 1995). A recent review (GEF, 2019) defines a
ToC as:

The process and product of developing an
explicit account of how and why an interven-
tion is expected to achieve its intended out-
comes and impact goal, based on outlining a
set of key causal pathways arising from the
activities and outputs of the intervention…
and the assumptions underlying these causal
connections. The account will usually
include a diagram to help summarize the
logic through these causal pathways, but also
a narrative that explains the context, what
the logic is based on, and how success will
be measured.

As the GEF review states, at its core, a ToC approach
“opens up ‘black boxes’ in thinking through explicit
causal pathways.” In particular, it is needed to “design a
rigorous plan for a complex initiative; for evaluating
appropriate outcomes at the right time and in the right
sequence; and for explaining [how] an initiative worked
or did not work, and why.” A ToC pathway is ultimately
a set of hypothesis statements that can be tested against
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the evidence base to determine if and why a conservation
strategy is effective (for an example ToC, see Boshoven
et al., 2021).

3 | A NEW SERIES ON ToC FOR
CONSERVATION STRATEGIES

To develop the evidence base for the effectiveness of a
given conservation strategy of interest, it is useful to start
with a generic ToC that can both clearly define what the
strategy entails and create a template for the collection of
standardized data across specific implementations of
each strategy. To this end, this journal is introducing a
new series featuring generic ToC pathways for key con-
servation strategies. Early examples in this series include:

• Jurisdictional Sourcing for Deforestation-Free Com-
modity Supply Chains (Boshoven et al., 2021).

• Fellowship Programs to Build Conservation Capacity.
• Enforcement Efforts to Combat Wildlife Trafficking.
• Partnering with Indigenous Peoples to Promote

Conservation.

Each paper in this series will focus on the generic
ToC for a conservation strategy that has been developed
by a group of practitioners and experts who have been
intimately involved in using and assessing the effective-
ness of this strategy. Box 1 provides a summary of the

elements of each paper. In addition, each paper will con-
tain a link to an entry for the strategy in a searchable
online library (CAML, 2020) that contains dynamic pre-
sentations of the ToC and that can serve as a home for
discussion and ongoing refinements.

Although we have tried where possible to vet our
draft ToCs against both the literature and specific case
studies in which the strategy has been employed, we are
not conducting systematic reviews of the evidence for
each strategy (CEE, 2020). Instead, we see development
of these ToCs as an important precursor toward develop-
ing the evidence base needed to conduct a useful system-
atic review. We hope the generic ToC hypotheses
presented in this series will enable the collection and
sharing of standardized data across specific
implementations of each strategy in different conditions.
These data can, in turn, inform ongoing and increasingly
more systematic assessments of the strategy
(e.g., CEE, 2020; Conservation Evidence, 2020;
Evidensia, 2020) and ultimately, revisions to the generic
ToC for the strategy as our collective knowledge
improves (Argyris & Schön, 1978).

Although we are launching this series with the initial
strategies listed above, we invite contributions from the
community. If you have a generic ToC for a conservation
strategy, please contact us. We are happy to receive ideas
in any stage of completeness ranging from completed
manuscripts to initial concepts that could be refined and
developed. We also invite readers to contribute critiques
and alternative versions of the published ToCs. Our own
ToC is that this series will help build the evidence base
about key conservation strategies, thus ultimately
improving conservation effectiveness.

In addition, authors may also report on efforts to vet
their generic ToC against the existing evidence base
including specific case studies in which the strategy has
been implemented and/or a review of the relevant
literature.
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BOX 1 Key elements for each paper in this
series

1. Definition and description of the conservation
strategy.

2. Analysis of the situations in which this strat-
egy might be employed.

3. Basic and more detailed generic ToC for the
strategy that shows the enabling conditions,
interventions that are undertaken, and the
intermediate results and ultimate outcomes
that are expected.

4. Set of generic objectives and indicators that
can be used to assess implementation of the
strategy.

5. Discussion of the assumptions and factors that
potentially affect implementation of the strat-
egy in different situations and conditions as
well as potential learning questions that
remain to be resolved.
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